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Agenda

• Introduction to the project 
– Fursa kwa Watoto funded by Dubai Cares
– Learning collaborative
– Theory of Change (Under Construction)
– Evaluability assessment—phased piloting and learning

• Overview of the planning process for the intervention
– Where we are now
– Where we are headed summary 
– Group dynamics as a factor in making progress on implementation

• Evaluability and impact evaluation
– Evaluability criteria and our role in assessing progress on implementation 
– Parallel planning for possible impact evaluation
– We are funded by Hewlett Foundation
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“Fursa kwa Watoto” (FkW)
Opportunities for Children

• A 4-year program design to improve learning outcomes for 
children 
– Enhance existing Government of Tanzania pre-primary 

instruction in public schools
– Support innovative Early Childhood Education (ECE) 

strategies 
– In line with current policy initiatives in Tanzania 

• Main goal of the implementation funder (Dubai Cares) is to 
strengthen national and international ECE by demonstrating that 
pre-primary education can improve school readiness and 
learning outcomes   

• Directly benefit 27,000+ children across 180 schools and 30 
satellite classes in the Mwanza and Kilimanjaro regions
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FkW: Outcomes 1-4 

• Outcome 1: The enhanced pre-primary package
– Teacher training (and observation)
– Training of mentors (head teachers) 
– Head Master training
– Learning kits (materials)
– Parent partnership program

• Outcome 2: Improved local government and community capacity to 
resource, manage, and monitor PPE

• Outcome 3: National, regional, and global dialogue on ECE benefits 
from new evidence on PPE quality in Tanzania

• Outcome 4: Evidence of solutions for establishing satellite pre-primary 
classes informs GPE and GoT planning
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Aga Khan University designing the interventions.
1. Outcome 1
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Goals Activities Process Outputs Output (skills) *

Transform pre-primary 
education with a quality, 
cost effective 
enhancement package that 
includes 

1.1. Training teachers

1.2. Head teachers

1.3. Mentors

1.4. Parent partnerships

1.5. Learning kits

1.1 Implement high quality, 
appropriate training to improve 
pedagogical skills of GoT pre-primary 
and paraprofessional teachers         

1.1.a. Early childhood  education                                            
1.1.b. Focus on lesson planning and 
implementation/
1.1.c. Reflective practices          
1.1.d. Improved teaching/learning 
environment                                                       
1.1.e. Free play / reading and writing 
spaces
1.1.f. Teaching aids for the learning 
kits         
1.1.g. Student assessment    
1.1.h. Managing contextual issues in 
the classroom

1. Give teachers the national 
curriculum

2. Distribute appropriate 
training materials in 
appropriate language 

3. Trainers implement specified 
training curriculum and 
demonstrate principles of 
quality training (adult 
learning, modeling behaviors 
and approach, safe 
environment for learning, 
explain and discuss 
feedback) etc. 

4. Classroom approach is 
interactive, includes group 
work, games and songs, 
presentations, modeling

For each training 

1. x% fully attend teacher 
training 

2. x% fully participate in 
teacher training 

3. x% of teachers 
successfully trained 
based on AKU
assessment at two points 
during the training 
(Success=teachers 
demonstrate interactive 
teaching, etc.)

Theory of Change / Logic Model still in development…
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Short-term Outcomes Medium-term Outcomes Long-term Impacts

1. x% of teachers demonstrate 
application of skills (i.e 
interactive, reflective 
practices)

(Improve readiness: This is a 
technical issue. What do we think 
can happen in 1-2 years?)       

1. x% of children demonstrate 
"improved readiness" within 1-2
years   

2. Children demonstrate x learning 
behaviors   

3. x% of teachers sustain practices 
(e.g…) after 1 year

1. At least x percentage point 
improvement in math, 
reading, social 
development scale, etc. 
after 3-4 years

The GoT has a cost 
effective quality 
enhancement package 
(Includes training 
teachers, head teachers, 
mentors, learning kits, 
district, school committee, 
satellite

Logic Model continued…

We are still working 
out many, many 

details of each part 
of the intervention 

package!



1.Strong intervention
2. Implementation inputs and outputs indicate 

teacher behavior change
3. Stakeholder buy-in
4.Potential for scaling up with fidelity

Four Evaluability Assessment Considerations
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 Consideration 1: Strong intervention
– Policy question of interest
– Clear theory of change
– Large expected impacts
– Reasonable cost

Evaluability assessment: Intervention strength
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 Consideration 2: Monitoring and evaluation 
(M&E) data show teacher and classroom 
environment quality improvement
– Implementation inputs in place
– Implementation outputs close to 

expectations
• Teachers take up full training
• Teachers use activities with children they 

were taught during training
• Classroom quality improvements in place

Evaluability assessment: Teacher behavior change
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 Consideration 3: Stakeholder buy-in
– Implementer and funder want to learn
– Stakeholders                                                          

buy into theory                                                 
of change and                                             
evaluation design

– Core elements                                                   
preserved across                                                 
sites

Evaluability assessment: Buy-in
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 Consideration 4: Ready for replication and 
scale by January 2016
– Intervention is manualized
– Teacher training                               

components and                                     
classroom observations                                    
are clearly articulated

– Basic understanding of                             the 
costs

Evaluability assessment: Ready for rapid scaling up
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 Teacher training interventions: Kilimanjaro, Mwanza
 Training focused on 

– Child-centered learning approaches
– Developing lesson plans (&  reflections)
– Lesson plan should have

• Introduction
• Content and alignment with national curriculum
• Scaffolding
• Reinforcement
• Interaction
• Use of leaning materials
• Assessment (and tracking of students’ progress/problems), 
• Closure

– Stimulating learning environment

As of September, teacher training finally began
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 A solid intervention
– Needs supports for continued 

teacher  behavior change and 
dosing 

 M&E systems: Some data 
useful, some not, all require 
resources
– AKU: Assessments of teacher 

training, teacher portfolios, 
teacher evaluation form

– Extensive mapping data
– More than 90 teacher videos

We can see the possibilities….
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 Steering Committee Meeting: September 
2014
 Revised timeline
 Trainings for outcome 1
 Action on outcomes 2-3
 Momentum on outcome 4

 Clarity of purpose: What are some of these                            
interventions? How will they work?

 Still fleshing out the ToC and logic models
 Better aligned M&E systems
 Complicated group dynamics
 Seeing more collaboration and sharing, 

action

Closer to getting this intervention into the oven
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 Strong indications of a valuable intervention under 
Outcome 1

 Know it can’t work alone
 Need to see the full intervention package
 Need stakeholders to work together

– Develop high quality intervention
– Collect and use data to inform the intervention

 Finalize and tweak the intervention package
 Return to EA questions

Where are we on the evaluability assessment?
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For More Information

• Candace Miller
cmiller@mathematica-mpr.com

mailto:cmiller@mathematica-mpr.com
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